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76 8 496 X 473 NGC7619 54 8 466 X,C 610,235
NGC193 74 7 493C 031 NGC677 78 7 249 X 610,235
NGC978 69 7 209 X 278 NGC4261 32 7 743 X,C 610,235
NGC5153 60 7 251 C 363 NGC5353 35 7 240 X,C 610,235
NGC410 77 6 393 X,C 158 NGC2563 65 6 379 X,C 610,235
NGC3078 34 6 1013 C 042 NGC777 73 5 291 X,C 610,235

338 NGC5044 38 5 336 X,C 393 NGC5846 26 5 717 X,C 610,235
027 NGC584 25 4 160 C 610,235 058 NGC940 74 4 229 X 610,235
061 NGC924 64 4 126 X 610,235 080 NGC1167 72 4 94 X 610,235
103 NGC1453 63 4 537 X 610,235 117 NGC1587 51 4 126 C 610,235
262 NGC4008 54 4 230 X 610,235 276 NGC4169 45 4 93 X 610,235
310 ESO507-25 45 4 557 C 610,235 345 NGC5084 23 4 680 C 610,235
402 44 4 230 X 610,235 421 NGC6658 63 4 241 X 610,235

required to contain ≥4 galaxies, of which ≥1 must be early-type, with LB>3x10¹⁰ L   . Groups contai- ☉

ning early-type galaxies are more likely to possess a detecteable Intra-group medium (Mulchaey et 
al. 2003) and have evidently undergone some galaxy evolution. Groups are also required to have 
Dec>30° to ensure coverage by the VLA and GMRT observatories.

Total CLoGS sample statistics 

More than 50% of galaxies and most of the baryonic matter in local Universe reside in groupsMore than 50% of galaxies and most of the baryonic matter in local Universe reside in groups  (Eke et al.,
2004). Many of them host radiative cooling gas halos, which can fuel a central SMBH, thus groups are
probably the key environment for the study of AGN/hot gas interactions. The CLoGS sample consists of 53
candidate groups in the local Universe (<80 Mpc), with optical data already available (from eg, LEDA), X-
ray data from the Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray observatories and low-frequency radio data from the
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope. By focusing on low-frequency radio emission from GMRT (240 MHz and
610 MHz ), past as well as current AGN activity can be identifed by taking advantage of the combination 
of good spatial resolution at 610 MHz and the sensitivity to older electron populations at 240 MHz. Radio 
morphology, radio spectral indices and radiative ages provide insights of the properties of radio emission. 
The combination then of radio with optical and X-ray bands reveals the complex interactions with their 
environment and the physical processes that govern galaxy evolution. All very important processes for the
investigation of the link between IGM and AGN and the understanding of the physical mechanisms of the 
energy injection (AGN feedback).  
 
 

study of AGN feedback in groups is currently hindered 
by an important obstacle: The lack of a statistically complete radio/X-ray sample of nearby groups.

Main science goals include:Main science goals include:

● Determining the basic physical properties of a representative sample of groups for the frst time

● Examining the temperature and density structure of the gaseous halos of groups, ability of groups to
retain gas, and the fraction of systems with central cooling cores

● Characterization of the AGN population in groups, and examination of their impact on the intra-group
gas and member galaxies

● Study of the galaxy population of groups, and the relationships between galaxies, their environment
star formation and nuclear activity

Full project team:

USA: Ewan O’Sullivan, Jan Vrtilek, Larry David, Bill Forman, Christine Jones (Harvard-Smithsonian C.f.A.),
Chris Haines (Univ. of Arizona), Simona Giacintucci (Univ. of Maryland), Nazirah Jetha (Univ. of Alabama),
Steve Murray (Johns-Hopkins)
UK: Somak Raychaudhury, Trevor Ponman, Konstantinos Kolokythas, Alastair Sanderson
(Univ. of Birmingham)
Italy: Myriam Gitti (INAF - Bologna)
India: Nimisha Kantharia (NCRA-TIFR)
Canada: Arif Babul (Univ. of Victoria)

More info at: http://www.sr.bham.ac.uk/~ejos/CLoGS.html

The CLoGS project is the first statistically complete survey of galaxy groups observed in the X-ray, opti-The CLoGS project is the first statistically complete survey of galaxy groups observed in the X-ray, opti-
cal and radio wavebandscal and radio wavebands. . Selecting a representative group sample is not easy. Available representative 

CLoGS Sample

LGG 278 is a group at the outskirts of the
Virgo cluster (z~0.0075) and its brightest
elliptical NGC 4261 hosts the brightest radio
source in the CLoGS sample, 3C270 (19 Jys at
1.4 GHz, Condon et al 2002)

Analysis and timescales
 Red points on the right represent GMRT (240 MHz, 610
MHz) & VLA (1.5 GHz, 4.8 GHz) data coupled with data
from literature Broken powerlaw ft gives a break
frequency: 1236±224 MHz
 Radiative age of a radiosource is calculated by the break
frequency (Myers & Spangler 1984) Estimated age of
NGC 4261 radiosource is ~74.6 Myrs (in agreement with
X-ray upper limit, 75 Myrs, noted in O’Sullivan et al. 2011)

Radio and X-ray results in the High-Richness sample

 In LGG 402 group the elliptical NGC 5982 is
in the center, with two large spiral galaxies
nearby face on NGC 5985 and edge on
NGC 5981
 GMRT 610 MHz observations reveal AGN in
all three galaxies, as well as star formation
emission from the disk galaxies.
 ~12 ksec XMM pointing detects ~0.5 keV
group halo out to ~85 kpc
 The three images below show the GMRT
610 MHz contours (in green) on SDSS g-band
images contours start at 3x r.m.s. noise

Top: GMRT 235 MHz contours (in green) on SDSS g-band image.
Contours start at 3 x r.m.s. noise (1.56 mJy) and increase by factors of 2

Right: GMRT 610 MHz contours (in green) on SDSS g-band image.
Contours start at 3 x r.m.s. noise (255 μJy) and increase by factors of 2

 GMRT 610 MHz data reveals multiple AGN, including
small-scale jets in NGC 1060 and star-formation
emission from two disk galaxies
 Linear size of the NGC1060 jet at 610 MHz is
~10Kpc

 Flux Densities of NGC1060: ~12 mJys at 610 MHz,
~30 mJys at 235 MHz

X-rays

LGG 72 contains ~15 galaxies, 8 with L B>3x10¹⁰
L☉, and was previously undetected also in the X-ray
 A ~36 ksec XMM observation traces the ~1 keV
halo out to 310 kpc
 The X-ray halo is disturbed - NGC 1066 may be
falling through the group

Flux Density ~8.5 mJys

 Unfortunately, the

X-ray selected samples of galaxy clusters with high-quality X-ray data are non-statistical collections of 
systems known to be biased towards systems with cool cores, which produce an easily-detected central 
surface brightness peak (eg., Eckert et al. 2011). In galaxy groups, their small number of member 
galaxies mean that opticaly-selected catalogs are usually contaminated by uncollapsed systems and 
chance superpositions.  

● Identifcation of new groups and new classes of groups

              Groups been categorised asGroups been categorised as X-ray faint X-ray faint  (<65 kpc) (<65 kpc) andand  X-ray bright (>65 kpc)X-ray bright (>65 kpc)
  

● 55%55% of groups present a full scale IGM (14/26) of groups present a full scale IGM (14/26)
● 3/14 X-ray bright X-ray bright groups were unknown/misidentifed as single galaxies prior our observations
● ~20% of X-ray bright X-ray bright groups might be unknown in the local Universe
● 5/14 (~36%) of  X-ray bright X-ray bright groups host jet systems           AGN duty cycle for CLoGS of ~1/3
● All jet systems are found in systems that possess cool cores
● Jet activity correlates with short central cooling times rather than low central entropies Jet activity correlates with short central cooling times rather than low central entropies 

(Kolokythas et al. 2019 in prep)
X-ray CLoGS:  O’ Sullivan E., Ponman T., Kolokythas K. et al., 2017, MNRAS,  472, 1482 (Paper I)

  Radio CLoGS:  Kolokythas K.Kolokythas K., , O’ Sullivan E.  et al., 2018, MNRAS, 481, 1550 (Follow up Paper II)

*Defined as richness parameter R the number of galaxies with LB                      within 1 Mpc and 3σ in 
velocity dispersion range of the BGE

> 3x10¹º L☉

Group selection: Groups are chosen from the Lyon Galaxy Group catalogue (Garcia 1993), and are 

Jets and Energetics in High-Richness sample: Heating vs CoolingJets and Energetics in High-Richness sample: Heating vs Cooling

● We fnd a high detection rate of 87% (46/53)87% (46/53) of
 dominant galaxies hosting radio sources
 

● Wide range of radio power,  10^20 – 10^25 W/Hz

● 53%53% present point-like radio emission, followed 
by 19%19% having jets and non-detections at 13%13%
 

● Mean spectral index in 235-610 MHz range is 
~0.68 with 3.8% presenting ultra-steep spectrum3.8% presenting ultra-steep spectrum

●  Point-like systems reside in dynamically young dynamically young 
groupsgroups with jet systems having no environmental
preference to their near environment 

● MBH of BGEs ranges between  2-50 x10^8 M 

● A certain MBH of host BGEs is essential, but does not play a defnitive role for the jet 
emanation in CLoGS groups

•
  Radio CLoGS II:  Kolokythas K.Kolokythas K., , O’ Sullivan E., Intema H.  et al., 2019, in prep. (Paper III)

    Radio CLoGS:Radio CLoGS:  Kolokythas K.Kolokythas K., O’ Sullivan E., Raychaudhury S. et al., 2018, MNRAS, 481, 1550 , O’ Sullivan E., Raychaudhury S. et al., 2018, MNRAS, 481, 1550 

Radio emission from NGC4261 jets & lobes (240 MHz GMRT)Radio emission from NGC4261 jets & lobes (240 MHz GMRT)

● ~110 kpc HI filament through NGC 5903 (Appleton1990)

● ~75 kpc difuse steep-spectrum radio source

● Detection of a previously unknown extended 
(~145 kpc), X-ray bright hot IGM of ~0.65 KeV

          Origin of difuse radio emission:
➢Through an interaction-triggered AGN Through an interaction-triggered AGN 
➢outburst with jet power 8 × 10^40 erg/soutburst with jet power 8 × 10^40 erg/s
➢

➢AndAnd via a high-velocity collision between  via a high-velocity collision between 
➢a galaxy and the HI filamenta galaxy and the HI filament

Statistics and first results from total CLoGS sample in radio Statistics and first results from total CLoGS sample in radio 
  O’ Sullivan E.,  Kolokythas K.Kolokythas K., Kantharia N. et al., 2018, MNRAS,  473, 5248

Spectral index 150-610 MHz range: ~1.03Spectral index 150-610 MHz range: ~1.03
➢Radiative age:>360 MyrRadiative age:>360 Myr

● 92%92% (24/26) of BGEs in high-richness sample (24/26) of BGEs in high-richness sample
are detected at any are detected at any radioradio frequency frequency

● Confrmation of trend of  a high Confrmation of trend of  a high radio radio 
detection rate of BGEs in the  local Universedetection rate of BGEs in the  local Universe
  (eg., Dunn et al. 2010)(eg., Dunn et al. 2010)

● Majority of Majority of radio radio detections at GMRT detections at GMRT 
235/610 MHz are of pointlike morphology  235/610 MHz are of pointlike morphology  

● All  All  radio radio non-detections are found innon-detections are found in
  X-ray faint X-ray faint groupsgroups
      

●

● Mechanical power values in the range Mechanical power values in the range 
1010⁴¹⁴¹  —— 10 10⁴³⁴³ erg s erg s⁻⁻¹¹, typical for groups, typical for groups

● CLoGS groups fall lower in comparisonCLoGS groups fall lower in comparison
to cluster samplesto cluster samples

●   Small-scale & remnant jet systems areSmall-scale & remnant jet systems are
found in approximate thermal balancefound in approximate thermal balance

●   The 2 large-scale jet systems NGC 193  The 2 large-scale jet systems NGC 193  
& NGC 4261 are found to be signifcantly& NGC 4261 are found to be signifcantly
overpowered overpowered exceeding over 100x their exceeding over 100x their 
environment’s X-ray cooling luminosityenvironment’s X-ray cooling luminosity

● AGN feedback in groups can manifest as relatively gentle near-continuous thermal AGN feedback in groups can manifest as relatively gentle near-continuous thermal regulation,regulation,
but also as extreme outbursts, which could potentially shut down cooling for long periodsbut also as extreme outbursts, which could potentially shut down cooling for long periods

Interaction history in groups: The case of NGC 5903Interaction history in groups: The case of NGC 5903

☉

☉

➢South Africa: Ilani Loubser (North-West University)
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